
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in Garrucha, Almería

GARRUCHA, ALMERIA, ANDALUSEA, ESPAÑA2 bedrooms, 2 family size bathrooms new apartment with nice views
terrace, communal swimming pool and allocated parking underground. The property is a few meters from the beach
and opposite of a big known supermarket.This apartment is new. The terrace has beatiful SEA side views and field
views. The bright living-dining area has access to the terrace. The fully fitted kitchen with actual white design has a
semi open concept to the living-dining area. The main bedroom has a built-in wardrobe. It also has a direct access to
the terrace and a ensuite bathroom with a tub. There are another bedroom and another family size bathroom with
shower. The dwelling has an allocated parking underground and the development has communal green areas and
pool. The apartment is very well located Lidl supermarket is across the street, the beach is a few meters from there,
the school is close and the access to the main road A-370 is near. Garrucha is a coastal mediterranean village known
for its very popular Gamba Roja de Garrucha (Red Prawns of Garrucha) , the fishing heritage and tradition and also for
its sandy beaches. There are all sort of very good quality restaurants, bars with flavorful tapas, shops, services, leisure
port, sports, verbenas. Almeria Airport is 1 hour, Murcia Airport 1 hour and 20 minutes and Alicante airport is 2 hours
drive. Close to the beaches of Vera Playa, Mojacar, etc. We are First Choice Almeria. We are happy to assist you in the
office that is located on the Groundfloor of the Parque Comerical, Mojacar Beach. Please, do not hesitate to contact us
for any further details.

  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   67m² Build size
  Swimming Pool   Amueblado: No   Ascensor: No
  Zonas Verdes: Si   Calefacción: No   Aire Acondicionado: No
  Garajes: No   Portero: No   Nº Terrazas: 0
  Tamaño Terrazas: No

129,990€
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